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Importance of Improving S2S 
Forecasting

• Skillful sub-seasonal to seasonal precipitation 
forecasting very important for water 
management, as well as for other sectors such 
as agriculture and transportation 

• Present scientific skill for S2S forecasting is not 
adequate to support water management 
decision-making

• Lack of resources being directed to S2S 
forecasting, especially for the Western U.S.



Dettinger et al, 2011







Lead Time Very Important for Water 
Management

• Public health & safety decisions

• Balancing risk/cost trade-offs

• Increasing water management efficiency

• Operating within legal & regulatory 
frameworks

• Reducing impacts of extreme events

• Responding to increased competition for 
resources



Will the Rest of This Winter be Wet or Dry?
Example Sub-Seasonal Decisions

• How much water will we be able to provide to our 
water users?  When can we make the announcement?

• Will we hit hydrologic shortage triggers that require 
extraordinary conservation measures, or the need to 
negotiate contracts or adopt regulations?

• Is an elevated flood risk likely this spring? Should we 
pre-position resources?

• If the rest of this winter looks dry, can we use reservoir 
flood control space to store water for allocation to 
users (e.g., forecast-informed reservoir operations)?

• Will we have to curtail diversions on intensively used 
rivers?  How early in the season?  



Will This Winter be Wet or Dry?
Example Seasonal Decisions

• Should we begin negotiating contracts for one-time 
sale of surplus wet-weather water? Can we set up a 
temporary groundwater banking program to take 
advantage of wet conditions?

• Do we need to seek additional drought response 
funding or raise water rates?  Do we need to budget for 
enhanced water conservation activities?

• Should we make plans and adopt regulations for 
adopting a drought water bank?

• Should we intensify flood preparedness activities in 
vulnerable areas?



Large Potential Economic Benefits



Sources of NOAA (and IRI)  Forecast 
Skill

• 1. ENSO
• 2. Trends (difference between 

10yr temp mean or 15yr  
precip mean & 30yr 
climatology)

• 3. MJO
• 4. NAO
• 5. PDO
• 6. Soil moisture/snow cover
• 7. Statistical forecast tools
• 8. Dynamical forecast models 
• 9. Consolidation of trends & 

forecasts







Water Year 2016 – What Actually Happened

Snoqualmie, WA in November 2015

Meanwhile in Southern California



Precipitation Forecast Heidke Skill Scores :
Non-Equal Chance(non EC) forecasts: -7.87
All forecasts: -6.03
% coverage not Equal Chance forecasts : 76.72

Present Forecasting Skill Not Usable for Water Management



Improving Forecasting, Next Steps

• NRC 2016 describes 10-
year research strategy

• Interested in 
improvements at 
regional spatial scale 
(orographic precip
important in West)

• Low-hanging fruit?

• Forecasts of opportunity

• New science



AR events during WY 1998-2010 are 
plotted in relation to the phase and 

amplitude of the MJO.  The amplitude of 
the AR is shown in terms of DSWE as size 

of green circles.  AR dots/events inside 
the unit circle occur during weak/no 

MJO. AR dots/events outside unit circle 
occur during strong MJO events in the 

given phase of the MJO life-cycle.

More high-impact ARs are observed 
during MJO phase 6 – convection in 
the W. Pacific Ocean, including the 
top two events during WY1998-2010

Guan, B., D. E. Waliser, N. Molotch, E. Fetzer, P. Neiman, 2012:

Does the Madden-Julian Oscillation Influence Wintertime

Atmospheric Rivers and Snowpack in the Sierra Nevada?, Mon.

Wea. Rev., 140, 325–342,

Does the MJO Influence Atmospheric Rivers 
Timing or Frequency?



State of California Investments in 
Observing & Researching AR Storms

• NOAA HMT project (state share) -- $15M

• Advanced precip monitoring & forecasting 
grant to Bay Area local agencies -- $19M

• Calwater I & II field observing campaigns --
$5M

• Research with UCSD/Scripps -- $3.5M



Summary

• AR forecasting clearly useful for flood risk management 
within weather timeframe

• Potential for seasonal water supply forecasting is intriguing 
(in California, e.g., < 10 storms make up annual water 
budget.)

• Can we predict (lack of) wet conditions to predict dry?
• Recent National Academy of Sciences report, new regional-

scale observations of extreme precipitation/ARs and related 
research show pathway forward 

• California is making big investment in ARs, looks like 
potential pathway for improving S2S forecasting in the 
West 




